Over the past decade audiences have struggled with increasingly ambivalent attitudes towards zombies. What were once horrifying creatures -first pathetic monsters born from imperialistic violence and enslavement, later mobs of flesh-eating corpses drawn from the mind of George A. Romero -are now more complicated figures. The most recent explorations of the zombie have asked audiences to see the walking dead in more empathetic terms, as the tragic and misunderstood victims of an uncontrollable force, infection or evolution. In fact, as some film posters, DVD covers and book jackets indicate, with the outstretched and grasping hands of their featured monsters, the contemporary zombie seems to be reaching out to its human counterparts, inviting them to join their unified and heterogeneous ranks. As the twenty-first-century zombie narrative continues to develop and change, it increasingly challenges the customary definition of 'monster', often exploring the potential benefits of being a zombie. These attempts to align audience sympathy with the once-monstrous foes have even transcended the movie screen and the printed page, resulting in a new cultural movement of zombie imitators, from zombie walks to zombie raves to zombie proms. What motivates and explains this recent and seemingly mystifying desire to identify as one of the walking dead? For those tormented by post-9/11 anxieties and the stresses of millennial living, contemporary zombie narratives cast the former monsters as almost redemptive 'missionaries', inviting fans to join their masses while promoting an easier, less angst-ridden existence.
bad after all. The coda of Edgar Wright's Shaun of the Dead (2004) , for example, depicts a world that has not only survived a zombie apocalypse but also learned to make the best of its new cultural environment. Just six months after 'Z-Day', popular musicians are fundraising for a zombie-friendly charity campaign called 'Zombaid', the service industry is employing domesticated zombies as a virtually free labour force, and some devoted spouses have elected to stay married to their reanimated partners. Furthermore, and most importantly, Shaun of the Dead demonstrates how Ed (Nick Frost), killed at the climax of the film during the apocalyptic battle of the Winchester Tavern, gets to enjoy an almost idyllic, carefree existence as a zombie. Instead of toiling away at a lacklustre job or standing in the way of his best friend Shaun's (Simon Pegg) romantic happiness, Ed does nothing more than play video games in the backyard shed, preserved in an eternally unchanging state. While Ed had been established earlier in the narrative as a pathetic layabout suffering from chronic arrested development, his prolonged existence as a zombie constitutes a happy ending for Shaun -and perhaps one for Ed as well.
The sympathetic zombie protagonist is something of a recent development, however; traditionally, the walking dead were monstrous manifestations of fates worse than even the most violent of deaths. In the original zombie films of the 1930s and 1940s, becoming a zombie was a thing to fear as it meant loss of self-awareness and autonomy. Sinister voodoo priests, such as Bela Lugosi's 'Murder' Legendre in Victor Halperin's White Zombie (1932) , imposed their will on helpless victims, turning them into mindless slaves through magic and mesmerism. After Romero reimagined the zombie as a violent, contagious monster, zombification became an even more terrifying prospect, as conversion to the ranks of the walking dead was a fate from which none could ever return. Not surprisingly, then, characters in zombie movies saw a quick and merciful death as a favourable alternative to rising again as a soulless, doomed monstrosity. Beginning with Romero's Dawn of the Dead (1978) and manifesting perhaps most strongly in Danny Boyle 's 28 Days Later (2002) , the tropes of suicide and violent euthanasia became essential staples of modern zombie narratives. Those bitten or otherwise infected by a zombie now have to be killed immediately to protect the rest of the human survivors, or, more often than not, at least given a choice as to when and how to die.
But what happens when walking death is perceived as a preferred alternative to regular death? Some characters, in a variety of zombie narratives, demonstrate that part of the 'ethics of infection' includes
